
June 10th– 14th June 17th– 21st June 3rd – 7th 

Wildly Different                   1st and 2nd  

Lions and jaguars and bobcats, oh 

my! The animal world is made up of 

similar, but wonderfully diverse 

critters, help us sort out what makes 

animals unique. 

All Tied Up                          5th and 6th  

Grab on and try to untangle the 

knotted world of food webs.  Will we 

straighten out the knot or discover 

something more complex? 

Mornin’ Sunshine          Kindergarten 

From helping plants to grow to keep-

ing us warm, we’ll shine a light on 

the important role the sun plays for 

our planet. 

Draw-n to Nature                5th and 6th  

Doodle, build, sketch, or               

photograph; no matter your interest 

you can use your art to inspire oth-

ers.  Join us as we explore different 

ways artist have inspired               

conservation action through their 

creations. 

Wildlife Engineer                 1st and 2nd 

Designing an animal can be as easy 1, 

2, 3!  Join us as we explore what 

makes animal groups unique and    

design our own animals. 

Copycat                          3rd and 4th  

Why reinvent the wheel!? Explore 

nature’s amazing adaptations and 

how humans have copied these   

wonderful designs.  

June 24th– 28th July 8th– 12th July 15th– 19th 

Jurassic Zoo                          1st and 2nd  

Did you know that “roar” in dinosaur 

means fun?  Camp days will be full of 

fun as we discover the amazing      

animals that once called our planet 

home.  

Gross-ology                          3rd and 4th  

Fascinated by the weird?  Obsessed 

with the slimy?  Then this camp is for 

you!  Join us as we explore the     

wonderfully weird that nature has to 

offer.   

Water, Water, Everywhere! 1st and 

2nd  

From droplets to oceans, water is a      

powerful feature of our planet. We’ll 

dive into its wonders and explore the 

wildlife that calls it home.   

Ecosystem Explorer            3rd and 4th  

Ecosystems are complex features of 

our planet; we need someone who is 

ready for adventure and not afraid of 

a challenge to help discover more.  

Are you our next Ecosystem            

Explorer?     

Wild for Story Time       Kindergarten 

Stories will come alive as we connect 

the characters to their real life   

counterparts in nature and at the 

Zoo. 

Jr. Zoo Keeper                     7th and 8th 

Do you have what it takes to be a 

Zoo Keeper?  We’ll explore all        

aspects, the fun and the dirty, of car-

ing for wildlife during this hands-on 

week of camp.   

All camps are 9 am to noon and include a snack.  

Campers should register for the grade they will complete in spring 2024. 

Member Benefits! 

-Early Registration: April 22nd 

-Discounted Rate: $130 

Registration: May 1st 

Rate: $150 

Looking for a WILD summer adventure? 

Summer Safari is sure to make memories that will last a lifetime!  

Explore themes through hands-on experiments and crafts, go be-

hind the scenes at the zoo, meet animals up close, and make new 

friends.   


